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I'm walking 'round got my eyes wide open 
Still I see you everywhere 
Day after day, I can say 
There's times when I'm really starting to like it 
{Going out is all about} 
People that remind me 
{Straight away somebody say} 
It's just hallucinations 
{I wonder why a lullaby} 
Is playing all around me 
I hope it isn't happening again 
I'm asking you am I... 

Chorus 
Dreamin' 
Everybody knows 
Is something that I do while I'm wide awake and
missing you 
Dreamin' 
I've got to get you on the line 
Or I'll be dreaming for the rest of my life 

We used to talk 
Make love in places 
Was it up on number nine 
I'm thinking damn 
I am Not thinking 
Maybe its for real this time 
{Going out is all about} 
People that remind me 

{Straight away somebody say} 
It's just hallucinations 
{I wonder why a lullaby} 
Is playing all around me 
I hope it isn't happening again 
I'm asking you am I... 

Chorus 
Dreamin' 
Everybody knows 
Is something that I do while I'm wide awake and
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missing you 
Dreamin' 
I've got to get you on the line 
Or I'll be dreaming for the rest of my life 

Bridge 
Did we fight 
Or did I turn out the light and drift away? 
Or maybe you were just not there 
It isn't quite the same 
So-I'll be making real love to you 

Chorus 
Dreamin' 
Everybody knows 
Is something that I do while I'm wide awake and
missing you 
Dreamin' 
I've got to get you on the line 
Or I'll be dreaming for the rest of my life
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